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ABSTRACT

Simulation optimization is rapidly becoming a mainstrea
tool for simulation practitioners.  Simulation optimization
is the practice of linking an optimization method with 
simulation model to determine appropriate settings 
certain input parameters so as to maximize th
performance of the simulated system.  Requirements for
automated simulation optimization tool for practitioner
were formulated in the early 1970s and the first wide
used commercial product appeared in 1995.  In this pap
the authors identify six domains that are common to a
automated simulation optimization tool.  The domains a
Methods, Classification, Strategy and Tactics, Intelligenc
Interfaces, and Problem Formulation.  These domains 
the cornerstones for a unified strategy for simulatio
optimization and should guide future research in the fie
and development of next generation simulatio
optimization tools.  This paper describes the six domain
presents recent research, and discusses research issue
two-phased optimization techniques.

1 SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION

Simulation can be used to determine the state of cert
controllable inputs to a system that will cause syste
outputs to be at their most favorable or optimal conditio
Foundational work in describing the requirements fo
software that automatically optimizes simulated system
can be attributed to Dennis E. Smith (1973a, 1973b
Smith suggested an automated optimizer would be 
computer application external to the simulation mode
The optimizer would use model inputs and outputs as w
as user supplied information to determine an optim
solution.  The optimizer would possess the requisi
intelligence to determine an appropriate optimizatio
method for a given problem.

Dennis Pegden and Michael Gately were among t
first to report the linking of an optimization algorithm with
commercially available simulation packages.  They linke
a direct search technique, the Hooke-Jeeves pattern se
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method, with GASP IV and SLAM models and illustrated
the utility of combining an optimization algorithm with a
simulation language (Pegden and Gately, 1977 and 1980)
Their optimization method was not readily supported or
explained by software vendors and simulation practitioners
did not commonly use it.

Recently, several simulation software vendors have
introduced optimizers that are fully integrated into their
simulation packages.  These simulation optimizers use
newer direct search techniques such as evolutionary
algorithms (e.g. genetic algorithms and evolution
strategies), scatter search, and simulated annealing.  Th
optimizers include SimRunner for ProModel, OptQuest96
for Micro Saint, and Witness Optimizer for Witness.
Simulation practitioners now have access to robust
optimization algorithms and they are using them to solve a
variety of “real world” simulation optimization problems
(see Akbay, 1996).  Although these simulation
optimization packages are based on better optimization
algorithms than those available in the late 1970s (Schwefel
1995), further improvements can be made to this important
area of simulation.

2 UNIFIED STRATEGY FOR CONTINUED
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The majority of the published research on simulation
optimization focuses on a single aspect of simulation
optimization without considering the subject as a whole.  A
framework is needed that unifies research and developmen
across all relevant domains — the component tools,
techniques, and strategies associated with simulation
optimization.  The synergy created by this systems view of
simulation optimization can lead to better optimization
tools for practitioners.

Using Smith’s requirements for an automated
simulation optimizer, the authors derived six distinct
domains to address when developing simulation
optimization tools (Hall, 1997 and Hall and Bowden,
1998).  Figure 1 presents the six domains of simulation
optimization.
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Figure 1: Domains of Simulation Optimization

The Problem Formulation Domain addresses 
construction of the objective function and constraints
guide the optimizer.  A poorly formulated problem ca
negate the effectiveness or efficiency of the best optimi
Therefore, this domain considers tools to assist the use
designing appropriate objective functions and constraint

The Methods Domain addresses those optimizat
methods used to optimize simulated systems.  M
simulation optimization research falls into this domain 
addressing the development and application of spec
methods to optimize simulated system
Recommendations are often made for improvements
optimization algorithms that will improve the method
performance for a specific situation.  Carson and Ma
(1997) present a recent summary of methods used
simulation optimization.

The Classification Domain addresses the analysis 
classification of a given optimization problem.  Accura
classification is important for the optimization tool t
select the appropriate optimization method and strat
(Figure 2).  Classification can depend on the types
decision variables (integer, real, or logical), number 
decision variables, topology of the response surface,
variance of the simulation model’s output, and number
available runs of the simulation model.

The Strategy and Tactics Domain addresses 
employment of simulation optimization in order to mak
the most efficient use of computing resources and incre
the accuracy of the observed optimal solution.  Strate
issues may consider the optimization method or meth
selected for a class of problems.  Tactical issues cons
the use of metamodeling techniques, variance reduc
techniques, multiple comparison tests, etc. to enhance
efficiency or accuracy of the search.

The Intelligence Domain considers the intelligen
embedded in the solver to select the strategic approach
will be used for an optimization study.  It also conside
the intelligence that guides the tactical employment 
various tools based on the problem classification.

Methods

Intelligence

Strategy
& Tactics

Interfaces

Classification

Problem
Formulation

Simulation
Optimization
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The Interfaces Domain addresses both the interfac
between the optimizer and the user and the interfac
between the optimizer and the simulation model.  Sinc
simulation optimization tools should be designed for th
general simulation practitioner, effective interfaces ar
needed for both the user and the user’s model.

Figure 2: Problem Classification and Strategy Selectio

3 AN EXAMPLE OF COMBINING DOMAINS
FOR BETTER OPTIMIZATION SUPPORT

The example problem used to illustrate a more unifie
approach to simulation optimization is based on a scenar
faced by an appliance manufacturer designing a pu
production system.  The objective is to determine th
number of kanbans and corresponding trigger value
necessary to achieve anticipated production goals whi
minimizing work in process.  There are 33 decision
variables that represent the number of kanbans an
corresponding trigger values for each product bein
manufactured in a two-stage pull production system.

A discrete event simulation model of the proposed
production system was built and interfaced with
optimization routines to seek optimal values for the 3
decision variables.  The optimizer evaluates solutions b
averaging output results from four independent replication
of the simulation model.  The objective function to be
maximized is:

f(a) = C1(AvgPct + MinPct) - C2(TK1) - C3(TK2)

where a is the solution vector that represents the number o
kanban cards and corresponding trigger quantities for ea
product flowing through the production system,  AvgPct is
the average throughput percentage (percentage of dema
satisfied) for all product types coming off the assembl
lines, MinPct is the minimum throughput percentage for all
product types coming off the assembly lines, TK1 is the
total number of kanban cards in the first stage of the pu
production system, TK2 is the total number of kanban cards
in the second stage of the pull production system, and C1,
C2, and C3 are coefficients that reflect the level of
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importance (preference) assigned to each term 
production planners.  Using this function, the objective 
to find a solution that will maximize throughput while
minimizing the total number of kanban cards in the syste
Note that there are 4.81 X 1041 unique solutions to this
problem.  See Bateman et al. (1997) for additional details.

The two-stage pull production system problem wa
originally solved using a single–phased strategy.  A sing
phased strategy is defined as using only one method
conduct the search for an optimal solution.  To this end, t
Hooke-Jeeves (HJ) pattern search method (Hooke a
Jeeves, 1961) was used as a stand-alone search me
The standard Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorit
consists of one-variable-at-a-time exploratory moves abo
a base point solution to determine an appropriate direct
of search (pattern).  Following the exploratory search,
series of pattern moves are made to accelerate the searc
the direction determined in the exploratory searc
Exploratory searches and pattern moves are repeated u
a termination criterion is met.  See Reklatis et al. (1983)
for a detailed description of the HJ method.  For this pu
production kanban-sizing problem, the HJ method quick
converged on poor solutions.

Another single-phased strategy based on the evolut
strategies (ES) algorithm was also used to solve t
problem.  Evolution strategies (ES) is a population-bas
direct search method requiring only a function output a
does not require information on derivatives of the respon
surface.  ES combines and mutates parent solutions in 
population to produce offspring solutions during its searc
An ES is able to avoid converging on local minima and 
well suited for problems of high dimensionality (Biethah
and Nissen, 1994).  The ES algorithm used in this study
the (µ,λ)ES as described in Hall et al. (1996) and employs
the self-adapting feature described in Back and Schwe
(1993).

The ES method found very good solutions to th
kanban-sizing problem.  However, it required 4200 calls 
the simulation model (approximately 24 hours of run tim
on a standard personal computer).  Although the cost
operating a personal computer for 24 hours to find t
solution was miniscule compared to the reduction 
inventory-carrying costs produced by the solution, the
are situations where analyst need good solutions in a m
timely fashion.

3.1 Unification of Strategies, Tactics, and Methods

The above results are typical for a single-phased strate
The more globally oriented search algorithms that are le
likely to be trapped by local optima generally requir
longer search times.  The algorithms requiring short
search times tend to become trapped by local optim
Therefore, the authors have researched strategies 
tactical tools for making simulation optimization more
169
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efficient with respect to the number of required simulation
calls and solution quality.

One strategy is to use a locally oriented search metho
to augment a globally oriented search method.  In a two
phased strategy, the globally oriented method firs
conducts an exploration search and then a second meth
conducts a more locally oriented search (exploitation)
Using this scheme, the ES method could be used in th
exploration phase and the HJ method could be used in t
second or exploitation phase.  This strategy promotes th
strength of the ES to find the most promising region in th
solution space while avoiding its weakness of fine-tuning
the search to an optimal solution.  The strategy als
promotes the strength of the HJ method to locate th
nearest local optimal solution.  This type of strategy ha
been suggested in the literature; however, only on
example has been found where it was actually employe
(Myung et al., 1995).  In Myung’s paper, an evolutionary
programming algorithm is used to find the region of the
global optimum followed by a gradient based searc
method to find the optimum.

Another way to improve the efficiency of simulation
optimization is a tactical tool based on an archiva
database.  All solutions and their fitness scores evaluate
during the search are recorded in the database.  Before a
solution is evaluated, the database is searched.  If t
solution was previously evaluated, the fitness scor
recorded in the database is passed to the optimizer so 
model is not called.  The literature reports several uses 
this strategy.

3.2 Applying a Two-Phased Strategy

The two-phased strategy was applied by selecting a
intermediate solution produced by the ES search as th
transition solution, at.  The idea is that the transition point
is near the region of the global optimum, although there 
no such guarantee.  The second phase consists of apply
the HJ method using at as the starting base point.

Figure 3 presents the single-phased (4,28)ES sear
over its 150 generations that required 4185 simulation cal
while using the archival database.  The database saved 
simulation calls from being executed during the ES searc
The curve follows a characteristic pattern of rapid initia
growth as the ES finds regions of good solutions followe
by much slower growth as the ES tunes its strateg
parameters and converges to a solution.  For this proble
the best solution of 110 kanbans found by the ES meets t
manufacturer’s throughput requirements.  This solution
was found during generation 135 with 3781 simulation
calls.
5
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Figure 3: Characteristics of ES and ES+HJ Methods

For the two-phased search (ES+HJ), the transiti
solution (at) was arbitrarily selected as the best solutio
found by the (4,28)ES over 43 generations where the ra
growth stops prior to a decline in the fitness (see Figure 
The ES used 1204 simulation calls up to the transiti
point. The HJ method was applied using the transitio
solution (at) from the abbreviated ES search as its starti
point.  The HJ method performed three explorato
searches and three pattern moves requiring 286 simula
calls while using the archival database.  The databa
saved 35 simulation calls from being executed during t
HJ search.  Including the 1204 calls needed to reach 
transition point by the ES, a total of 1490 simulation ca
were used to find the solution with the two-phased ES+
strategy.  This solution uses 114 kanbans and achieved
throughput required by the manufacturer.

For comparison purposes, four single-phased H
searches were also done using the randomly genera
solutions in the initial population of the ES as startin
points.  Generally, the HJ method required about 2
simulation calls but produced very poor solutions th
failed to meet production throughput requirements.  Th
best solution found using this procedure is identified 
Table 1 as HJ.  The HJ method does not appear to b
good globally oriented search technique for this kanba
sizing problem.

Transition
Point

ES+HJ
Solution

Best ES
Solution

Mean fitness curve of
(4,28)ES Population
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Table 1: Comparison of Single-Phased ES, Two-Phased
ES+HJ, and Single-Phased HJ Methods

Method Kanbans
Fitness
[f(a)]

Simulation
Calls

(4,28)ES 110 37.922 3781
(4,28)ES+HJ 114 37.858 1490
HJ 127 30.703 238

Final solutions generated by the single-phased ES
two-phased ES+HJ, and single-phased HJ strategies we
run in the simulation model for 20 independent replication
to get better estimates of the true value of f(a).  Table 1
presents a comparison of the three strategies.  Simulati
runs are the total required runs needed to find the be
solution for each method.  While the single-phased
(4,28)ES found the better solution requiring four fewer
kanbans, the two-phased ES+HJ strategy used 60% few
simulation calls.  When computer time is considered
expensive, a two-phased ES+HJ strategy may provide th
better solution for a user.

4 RESEARCH ISSUES INVOLVING TWO-
PHASED OPTIMIZATION

The results from this applied problem suggest that a two
phased strategy can significantly reduce the number 
times a simulation model is called to evaluate solution
without greatly sacrificing the quality of the solution.
However, many issues need to be researched before
generalized multi-phased method can be implemented.

Perhaps the most important issue for a two-phase
optimization strategy is determining when to transition
from the first phase (exploration) to the second phas
(exploitation).  Consider a two-phased optimization
strategy using an evolutionary algorithm (EA) for the first
(exploration) phase to identify a region containing an
optimal solution.  An EA was chosen as a basis fo
discussion and not to promote it as the best choice for th
exploration phase.  This is an open research question.

Figure 4 presents a typical plot of the best fitnes
scores (based on an objective function) observed during t
successive generations of an EA search for a minimizatio
problem.  Early in its search, the EA is more globally
oriented and considers solutions from throughout th
solution space.  The slope of the fitness curve is general
steep while in this Exploration Region as shown in the
figure.  As the search converges on a solution, the slope 
the fitness curve will approach zero as the EA concentrat
the search in one region of good solutions.  This is show
as the Exploitation Region in the figure.  The Transition
Region is the area where the orientation of the EA searc
changes from exploration to exploitation.
6
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Figure 4: Typical Fitness Convergence in an EA

For a transition method to be effective, it should allo
the EA to sufficiently explore the solution space duri
Phase 1 (exploration).  The transition method should 
cause a premature change to Phase 2 (exploitation).  A
EA moves from exploration to exploitation, the fitne
curve moves into the Transition Region.  In a two-pha
optimization strategy, an aggressive transition would ca
the change to the Phase 2 search when the EA is in
Transition Region.  A conservative transition would cau
the change to the Phase 2 search when the EA is in
Exploitation Region.  However, it should not allow the E
to expend a large number of simulation calls in t
Exploitation Region since the Phase 2 search met
should be more efficient in converging to an optim
solution.  The authors are actively designing and tes
various transition methods.

There are many other issues germane to multi-pha
approaches.  These issues span beyond the Strategy
Tactics Domain into several of the other six domai
Within the Methods Domain, an important question is wh
are the best optimization methods to combine in mu
phased strategies.  The most effective combinations 
likely change depending on the characteristics of a gi
problem.  The characteristics of a problem must 
measured and the problem classified in the Classifica
Domain.  An important question is what are the k
attributes necessary to classify simulation optimizat
problems.

In the Intelligence Domain, identifying the knowledg
needed for the optimization tool to select appropri
strategies is an important consideration.  If the respo
surface were unimodal, for example, then a single-pha
method using a locally oriented search method wo
likely be most appropriate.  Additionally, mechanisms a
needed for selecting and deploying tactical tools and 
adapting strategies and tactics as new information is ga
during the course of an optimization.
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Six functional domains common to automated simulati
optimization tools were outlined in this paper.  These 
domains form the cornerstones of the authors propo
unified strategy for simulation optimization research a
development.  An example highlighting the sort 
improvements that can be realized by employing t
unified strategy was presented along with several resea
issues regarding the multi-phased optimization procedu
The authors are actively researching these and other is
relative to the field of simulation optimization.

It is hoped that other researchers will adopt a mo
encompassing view of the process of optimizing simula
systems.  The results from such research will help impro
next generation simulation optimization tools.
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